Department Course List for Dispositions Assessments

**Entry point course**
- Candidates: Complete Dispositions Self-Assessment 1
- Instructor: Rates as “met/not met” (either did it or didn’t)
- Focus: exposure to dispositions, teaching expectations

**Midpoint course**
- Candidates: Complete Dispositions Self-Assessment 2
- Instructor: Evaluates dispositions using rubric
- Focus: evaluation and feedback

**Exit point course**
- Undergrad/Grad Cert seeking first teaching license: assessed in student teaching - no action by candidate
- Advanced Candidates (MEd, Grad Cert Add-on, MAT, MSA, PhD/EdD): Affirmation to dispositions
  - Instructor: Rates as “met/not met” (either did it or didn’t)
  - Focus: Affirm commitment moving forward